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NEW QUESTION: 1
You create a new Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online instance and add 10 user licenses.
How much storage is allocated?
A. 5 GB per organization
B. 5 GB per user
C. 5 GB per business unit
D. 5 GB per subscription
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
HOTSPOT
Your network contains an Active Directory domain named contoso.com. The domain contains a
DNS server named Server1. Server1 is configured to resolve single-label names for DNS clients.
You need to view the number of queries for single-label names that are resolved by Server1.
What command should you run?
To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
* The Get-DnsServerStatistics cmdlet retrieves statistics of a Domain Name System (DNS)
server. If the ZoneName parameter is specified, this cmdlet gets statistics for the zones
specified by that parameter.
* To help network administrators migrate to DNS for all name resolution, the DNS Server role in
Windows Server 2008 (and later) supports a specially named zone, called GlobalNames. By
deploying a zone with this name, you can have the static, global records with single-label
names, without relying on WINS. These single-label names typically refer to records for
important, well-known and widely-used servers-servers that are already assigned static IP
addresses and that are currently managed by IT-administrators using WINS.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
Which CLI command should be run to resolve these alarms on a Cisco VCS?
A. xconfiguration DefaultLinksAdd
B. xcommand DefaultLinksAdd
C. xconfiguration DefaultValuesSet
D. xcommand DefaultValuesSet
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Complete these steps in order to troubleshoot the issue on any VCS through which the call
passes, which includes any VCS to which the endpoints are registered:
1. Navigate to VCS Configuration > Bandwidth > Links and verify that links exist between the
subzones and zones (that are involved in the call) over which the call can be routed. You might
need to manually add the necessary links or restore the default links. In order to complete this
process, enter the xcommand DefaultLinksAdd command into the CLI.
2. If the links exist, click each link name in order to reach the Edit Link page. In the Status
section, check the current number of calls in progress on the link. These calls might have
consumed all of the available bandwidth.
3. Check the bandwidth limitations on any pipes that are applied to the links in order to verify
that there is sufficient bandwidth to place a call.
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